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n October 4, I tabled in the House of Commons the Committee’s report on Facial
Recognition Technology and the Growing Power of Artificial Intelligence. This
report looks at the benefits and risks of Facial Recognition Technology (FRT) and its
use in specific contexts, such as law enforcement. It explores Artificial Intelligence
(AI) governance issues, such as procurement and public investment. It also looks at
legislative and other solutions to reassure Canadians that the use of FRT or other AI
tools in Canada is done responsibly and respects their rights.

Special Issue on Privacy

We made 19 recommendations, agreed to by all four parties, including that the government:
•

ensure that airports and industries publicly disclose the use of facial recognition technology, and set out clear
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•

create a public AI registry in which all algorithmic tools used by any entity operating in Canada are listed, subject

SPECIAL ISSUE: Peeking Behind Your Curtains

•

increase its investment in initiatives to study the impact of artificial intelligence on various demographic groups,
increase digital literacy, and educate Canadians about their privacy rights.

This is a special edition of my regular newsletter to constituents in which I delve more
deeply into the work being done by the Standing Committee on Access to Information,
Privacy and Ethics.

•

define acceptable uses of facial recognition technology or other algorithmic technologies and prohibit other uses,

I have chaired this committee since last December, and I would like my constituents to know what we’ve been

•

update the Canadian Human Rights Act to ensure that it applies to discrimination caused by the use of facial

•

•

penalties for violations by police.

to national security concerns.

including mass surveillance.

•

working on. These are important issues if you care about government being accountable to you, the citizens - and I
hope you all care about privacy, access to information and ethics as deeply as I do.

We studied the Public Health Agency’s acquisition of mobile phone data during the pandemic. While the data

implement the right to erasure (“right to be forgotten”) by requiring service providers, social media platforms

knowledge and without consulting the Privacy Commissioner.

and other online entities operating in Canada to delete all users’ personal information after a set period.

implement an opt-in-only requirement for the collection of biometric information by private sector entities

and prohibit such entities from making the provision of goods or services contingent on providing biometric

strengthen the ability of the Privacy Commissioner to levy meaningful penalties on government institutions and
private entities whose use of facial recognition technology violates the Privacy Act or the Personal Information
Protection and Electronic Documents Act to deter future abuse of the technology.

•
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recognition technology and other artificial intelligence technologies.

information.
•
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prohibit the practice of capturing images of Canadians from the internet or public spaces for the purpose of
populating facial recognition technology databases or artificial intelligence algorithms.

was de-identified, the government nevertheless tracked where citizens went with their cellphones, without their
We studied the use of facial recognition technology and artificial intelligence by
law enforcement, and made 19 recommendations, supported by all parties.

We are mid-way through studying the RCMP’s use of sophisticated surveillance

technology, which has been called “wiretap on steroids”, raising questions about

Monitoring your cellphone
location data

And we have started a study on access to information, which is a big black hole

Broken Access to
Information regime

balancing security with privacy.
in government accountability.

If you have questions or comments about these issues, or any other federal
government issues, please get in touch with me or my office staff.

Pat Kelly

impose a federal moratorium on the use of facial recognition technology by (Federal) policing services and

Canadian industries unless implemented in confirmed consultation with the Office of the Privacy Commissioner
or through judicial authorization.

Read the full report on my website at PatKellyMP.ca or at OurCommons.ca under Parliamentary Business/Committees
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WIrEtAP oN StEroIDS
Thanks to a question from a Conservative opposition MP, Canadians learned earlier this year that the
RCMP have used “On-Device-Investigative-Tools”
(ODITs) since 2017 to secretly access mobile devices.
This technology can give police access to a cellphone
or tablet simply by sending a text or calling the number. Once the call is received, the “spy” can turn on
the device’s camera or microphone, and freely access
data such as emails, stored information and contact
lists without the target’s knowledge. It has been called
“wiretap on steroids”.
In response to this revelation, the Ethics Committee
held several emergency meetings over the summer.
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The RCMP refused to provide some of the information
requested by Committee members, such as the name
of the software supplier or whether Members of Parliament are targeted for surveillance, although they
denied using the notorious “Pegasus” spyware app.

the target’s entire life is laid
bare: movements, conversations,
unlimited images, banking and
health information, and any
of the most intimate moments
from bedroom to bathroom.
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The RCMP has hacked at least 49 devices since 2017
with warrants, yet two Privacy Commissioners testified
that they first heard about the practice through news
reports this year, contrary to Treasury Board policy
which states that any new technology must undergo
a Privacy Impact Assessment supplied to the Privacy
Commissioner.
Law enforcement is important, and the tools must
keep pace with modern technology, but privacy laws
that protect Canadians must also keep pace.

Canadian Walk for Veterans. My colleagues MP
Tom Kmiec and MP Bob Benzen and I handed out
water to the walkers.

Refusing to answer questions from a Parliamentary
Committee is an abuse of accountability. The Ethics
Committee is continuing to pursue this investigation
to ensure Canada has a proper balance between public safety and privacy.
Read my Op-Ed on this issue published on iPolitics
on my website at PatKellyMP.ca
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MoNItorINg
YoUr CELLPHoNE
LoCAtIoN DAtA
During the pandemic, news stories emerged
about

the

Public

Health

Agency

(PHAC)

purchasing data that tracked your cellphone

location. They said it was “de-identified” and
“aggregated”.

One sample report the Ethics Committee saw had a
surprising amount of detail about where Canadians
went, including to private homes and liquor stores,
and the total hours they spent away from their home.
This secret monitoring of Canadians’ movements
is concerning, even if the data isn’t tagged to an
individual. The Ethics Committee produced a report
with 22 recommendations, which you can find on my
website (PatKellyMP.ca).
Our recommendations include that Canadians be
told about this activity, and be given the realistic
opportunity to opt out. We want rules that ensure
the data is actually needed, and proportionate to
what it is needed for. We recommend much greater
consultation with the Privacy Commissioner to ensure
Canadians’ individual rights to privacy are properly
respected by designating this information as “personal
information”, subject to privacy protection.
Our privacy laws need to be strengthened for the
digital age. PHAC had intended to continue collecting
this data until May 2023, but that is now suspended
thanks to the work of the Committee and journalists.

AcceSS tO InfOrMAtIOn

A

ccess to Information is a cornerstone
of democracy. It is how citizens,
including journalists, researchers, and
parliamentarians find out what the
government is doing behind closed doors.
A culture of secrecy has existed within the
Canadian government for decades. The
Committee has begun a study into this
badly broken system. Our first witness
was Information Commissioner Caroline
Maynard. She told us her office will
receive 10,000 complaints this year. Last
year, fully 30% of inquiries to government
departments were answered after their
deadline - sometimes long after.
Part of the issue is the growing number of
inquiries. Requests have doubled in seven
years, from 136,000 in 2014 to 285,000
in 2021. The government allocated $90
million in 2021 to reviewing inquiries.
In 2015, Prime Minister Trudeau promised
sweeping changes that would make
government “open by default”. But
instead, his government seems addicted
to secrecy, using “privacy” as their shield
- even while using new technology to
secretly collect data about Canadians.

